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ABSTRACT
There are many applications like military or public emergency have main concern with
secure communication. All this applications use ad hoc environments, so secure key management
and message distribution is necessary. The best solution to provide the reliable security to these
services is the stipulation of a key management protocol. This paper shows the specific challenges
towards key management protocols and different approaches for key management. It also shows
the multicast communication with OMCT and its limitations. A new approach, called combination of
OMCT with DSDV, can be good. It is not required geographical location information for true
connection. It provide high packet ratio with less energy consumption and delay.

Key words: Ad hoc network, Key management, Multicast security,
TEK (Traffic Encryption Key), OMCT.

INTRODUCTION
A MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network) is a
characterized by the deficiency of any fixed
infrastructure, so there is no fixed topology in
communication networks. The multicast services
are developed constantly from last decade.
Multicast transmission is an efficient
communication method for group oriented
applications, such as video conference, interactive
multiparty games, software distribution and secures
group key distribution. There are no requirements
of many resources in multicast transmission so we
can consider it as best option. We need to provide
authentication, data integrity and data
confidentiality need to be provided to stop attacks

and eavesdropping. The most suitable solution to
provide these services is the establishment of an
efficient key management protocol. This protocol
is responsible for the generation and the
distribution of the traffic encryption key (TEK) to all
group members. This key is used for further process
for group key management.
There is main challenge of “1 affect n” in
multicast key distribution because if any single
node join or leave then the TEK is renewed and
redistributed every time otherwise face the attack
of forward and backward secrecies. To reduce its
impact on the protocol performance, several
approaches propose a multicast group clustering
with removing the limitation of OMCT. Clustering
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means to divide the group into several sub-groups
(cluster). Each sub-group is managed by a local
controller (LC) which is responsible for local key
management within its cluster. Thus, when any node
Join or Leave procedures, it affects only nodes
within the concerned cluster by the rekeying
process. Moreover, few solutions for multicast
group clustering required the energy issue to
achieve an efficient key distribution process,
whereas energy constitutes a main issue in ad
hoc environments1, 2.
DSDV with the features of OMCT maintain
the table with less energy consumption and delay
in packet transmission because it is not required
geographical location for true connection.
Requirements for key mangement
In a secure multicast communication,
each member holds a key to encrypt and decrypt
the multicast data. When a member joins and
leaves a group, the key has to be updated and
distributed to all group members in order to meet
the multicast key management requirements.
Efficient key management protocols should be
taken into consideration for miscellaneous
requirements. Figure 1 summarizes these
requirements14.
Security requirements
Forward secrecy
In this case, users who have left the group
should not have authority to access any future key
for this particular group. This ensures that a member
cannot decrypt data after they leave the group. If
node wants to join again then new session will
generate for key distribution and older key is
discarded forever.
Backward secrecy
A new user who joins the session should
not have authority to access old key. This ensures
that a member cannot decrypt data which are sent
before they join the group. Because some time it
may be possible that in intruder enter the group to
collect the older messages if he is allowed to see
past key then he is able to access the authorised
messages which are shared in past session.

Non-group confidentiality
Non group confidentiality means only
authorized group member can use the key, so data
can be received by only authorized receivers.
Users that are never part of the group should not
have access to any key that can decrypt any
multicast data sent to the group.
Complicity freedom
Any set of fraudulent users or attacker
should not be able to deduce the currently used
key. It means it is necessary to send key secure
manner.
The process of updating the keys and
distributing them to the group members is called
rekeying operation. A serious problem with any
rekey technique is scalability. Because MANET is
self organized network so there is frequent
possibility of changing the topology of group
member. Suppose if any member leaves the group
at that time in rekeying system, we need to update
the keys of all the users, so key management
require large number of keys to exchange in per
unit time. So later on we can satisfy the forward
and backward secrecies. The number of TEK
(Traffic Encryption Key) update messages in the
case of frequent join and leave operations affects
several QoS characteristics.
Reliability
Packet Drop Ratio
The number of TEK updates messages
in the case of frequent join and leave operations,
due to this most of the time TEK is used to make
updating which induces high packet drop ratio and
reduces key delivery ratio which makes it
unreliable.
Quality of service requirements
“1 affects n”
If a single membership changes in the
group, it affects all the other group members. This
happens typically when a single membership
change occur all group members commit to a new
TEK because if they use the same TEK, just
because of feature of MANETs any node
(Unauthorized) can join group any time and fail to
secure messages.
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Energy consumption:
This induces improvement of energy level
because in the number of transmissions to all the
group members.

group into several sub-groups. Local Controller
(LC) manages each subgroup, which is
responsible for local key management within the
cluster or that group.

End to end delay
Many applications that are built over the
multicast services are sensitive to average delay
in key delivery. Therefore, any key distribution
scheme should take this into consideration and
hence minimize the impact of key distribution in
the delay of key delivery.

Thus, after Join or Leave procedures, only
members within the concerned cluster are affected
by rekeying process, and the local dynamics of a
cluster does not affect the other clusters of the
group and hence it overcomes “1 affects n”
phenomenon. Moreover, few solutions for multicast
clustering such as dynamic clustering consider
the QoS requirements to achieve an efficient
key distribution process in Ad hoc environments.

Key Delivery Ratio
This brings number of successful key
transmission to all group members without any
loss of packet during multicast key distribution.
Man in Middle Attack
it will stop the man in middle attack. Man
in middle attack means suppose there is
communication between two parties. At time
intruder attack in middle during transmission it
means any unauthorized node pretend to be actual
sender or receive.
To overcome these problems of intruder
to pretend authorized sender or receiver, several
approaches propose a multicast group clustering
[6, 7, 8 and 11]. Clustering is dividing the multicast

Existing key management approaches
Key management approaches can be
classified into three categories: Centralized,
distributed or decentralized. Figure 2 illustrates this
classification.
In centralized approach, a designated entity (e.g.
the group leader or a key server) is responsible for
calculation and distribution of the group key to all
the participants. GKMP (Group Key Management
Protocol) [12] achieves an excellent result for
storage at the members. However, this result is
achieved by providing no method for rekeying the
group after a member has left, except re-creating
the entire group which causes ‘n’ rekey message

Fig.1: Multicast Key Management Requirements
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overhead where ‘n’ is the number of the remaining
group members. Secure Lock [15] also achieves
excellent results for storage and communication
overheads on both, members and the key server.
However, these results are achieved by increasing
the computation overhead at the key server due to
the Chinese Remainder calculations. But this
approach have problem of “1 affects n”. The ad
hoc network is created for the purpose of where
wired network is not reached or communication is
established only for particular reason so the
movement of node is more in such network and so
need to face many problems
Distributed key concurrence protocols do
not rely on a group leader or key server which has
an advantage over those with a group leader
because, without a leader, all members are worked
equally and if one or more members fail to complete
the protocol, it will not affect the whole group. In
the protocols with a group leader, a leader failure
is fatal for creating the group key and the operation
has to be restarted from scratch. The “1 affects n”
phenomenon is not considered, because in
distributed protocols all the members are
contributors in the creation of the group key and
hence all of them should commit to the new key

whenever a membership change occurs in the
group. In this approaches require algorithm which
can generate infinite number of key and just
because of number of transmission from every node
in group need more energy is consumed.
The decentralized approach divides the
multicast group into subgroups; each sub-group is
directed by an LC (Local Controller work as server)
responsible for security management of nodes in
its subgroup. Two kinds of decentralized protocols
are distinguished as static clustering and dynamic
clustering. Two types of protocols create this
approach. The first type uses a local traffic
encryption key (TEK) within each cluster, distributed
to its local members. When receiving a multicast
flow, local controllers must decrypt it with the
appropriate key, re-encrypt it with the local TEK of
their cluster. The second type uses only one traffic
encryption key (TEK) for all group members. The
source of the group uses the TEK to encrypt
multicast data, and the group members to decrypt
it. The challenge of such protocols is to send the
traffic encryption key to all members of each cluster,
securely and in time [6, 7, 8 and 4]. If uses second
set of decentralized approach then ultimate it will
work as distributed approach.

Fig. 2: Existing key management Approaches
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In static clustering approach, the multicast
group is initially divided into several subgroups.
Each group managed by Local Controller (LC).
Example: IOLUS [19] belongs to the categories,
which are more scalable than centralized protocol.
Here Local Controller is responsible of security of
all members in group. Dynamic clustering
approach aims to solve the “1 affect n”
phenomenon. This approach starts a multicast
session with centralized key management and
divides the group dynamically. Example: AKMP
(Adaptive Key Management Protocol) [6], SAKM
[13] belong to this approach and are dedicated to
wired networks. Enhanced BAAL [8] and OMCT [3,
4, 9, and 10] propose dynamic clustering scheme
for multicast key distribution in Ad hoc networks.
OMCT (Optimized Multicast Cluster Tree)
is a dynamic clustering algorithm for multicast key
distribution dedicated to operate in Mobile Ad hoc
networks. This scheme optimizes energy
consumption and latency for key delivery. First it
elects the local controllers (LC) of the created
clusters. OMCT needs the geographical location
information of all group members from GPS in the
construction of the key distribution tree.
Based on the literature reviewed,
Optimized Multicast Cluster Tree (OMCT) is the
efficient dynamic clustering approach for secure
multicast distribution in Mobile Ad hoc Networks.
To enhance its efficiency, it is necessary to
overcome the above criteria, as OMCT needs
geographical location information in the
construction of key distribution tree by reflecting
true connectivity between nodes.
To overcome the above limitations
another method called Optimized Multicast
Cluster Tree with Multipoint Relays (OMCT with
MPR)[4] is introduced which uses the information
of Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)
to elect the LCs of the created clusters. OMCT with
MPRs assumes that routing control messages have
been exchanged before the key distribution. It does
not acknowledge the transmission and results in
retransmission which consumes more energy and
unreliable key distribution due to high packet drop
ratio for Mobile Ad hoc Networks.
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Limitation of omptimised multicast tree (OMCT)
The major limitations of existing OMCT
multicast key distribution approach is as follows.
´
Needs geographical location information
´
Election of local controllers is based on
GPS
´
Does not reflect true connectivity between
nodes, because each node has ability to
move freely and organize by themselves.
´
It does not acknowledge the transmission
´
Results in retransmission Consumes
more energy and delay
´
Results in unreliable key distribution
High packet drop ratio
Moreover, few solutions for multicast
clustering such as dynamic clustering provide the
QoS requirements to gain an efficient key
distribution process in Ad hoc environments.
Future work to overcome limitation of OMCT
As the nodes are dynamic in nature,
ensuring effective routing is one of the major
challenges for MANET. Destination Sequenced
Distance Vector (DSDV) [21] is a table driven
proactive routing protocol designed for Mobile Ad
hoc Networks. This protocol maintains routing table
as a permanent storage. Routes are maintained
through periodical and event trigger exchanges
the routing table as the nodes join and leave. Route
selection is based on optimization of distance
vector. It avoids routing loops and each node has
a unique sequence number which updates
periodically. It is mainly used for intra cluster
routing. It allows fast reaction to topology changes.
Improvement of DSDV (IDSDV) [16], improves the
delivery ratio of Destination-Sequenced Distance
Vector (DSDV) routing protocol in Mobile Ad hoc
Networks with high mobility
In Ad hoc networks, the nodes move to
different location with different topology. Almost all
well-known routing protocols are shown to perform
poorly for a network where the topology is changing
at random. This mobility characterization research
is attempting to quantify the randomness in the
mobility of the nodes [17, 18]. Most of the research
in this area of mobility characterization has
however been towards mobility characterization
of individual nodes [23].
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The IMPORTANT framework [5]
characterizes movement based on spatial
dependence, relative speed, and other factors and
illustrates how these metrics impact unicast routing
performance. In [22], the authors have shown that
the mobility model used can significantly impact
the performance of Ad hoc routing protocols,
including the packet delivery ratio, the control
overhead and the data packet delay. In many
multicast interactions, due to its frequent
membership dynamism, it causes node failure, link
failure, and power failure. Node failure may cause
faults in communication and delay in multicast
transmission.

CONCLUSION
The limitations of OMCT point to find out
the other approach which can over the problems.
The DSDV with some extra functionality definitely
give good result than the result given by only OMCT
for key management. The DSDV is table driven
protocol in which all the detail is maintained about
the distribution process like who leave or join the
group, which route is used, etc. It uses message
exchange scheme for its invalid route
reconstruction and has multicast connectivity
between nodes. So we can say that if we combine
the features of OMCT with DSDV then the secure
key management in MANETs network is achieved
easily.
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